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Day 4

 
As we mentioned the main thing about mindfulness is being in the
present moment, right?
notice when you start escalating a situation in your head. seeing the
end result before it even happens?
the power tool you can do is:
Pause, count to 10.
When you pause, you root yourself in the moment. You’re more
present in the situation.
using a mantra also works, you can use things like “ you got this” , “
choose kindness” , “act with love” , “ they are tiny humans”.
you can even say it our loud infornt of your kids. they will learn how to
calm themselves also.
 
 

 
 
 
• Put music with your kids and dance, sing together to
their favorite song or yours.
• Do face paint together.
• Play hid and seek with your kids.
its all about having fun today! and bring out the kid in
you.
 

Benefits: great bonding with your
kids, makes you feel happy and

young again.

Practice Patience
 

 
 
switch the button off every time you get irritated or

annoyed. switch the anger into an activity.

 
• Listen more

• speak slowly and calmly when explaining something to

your kids/husband/caregivers. • go for a walk around

your block (make sure its before lockdown).

 
 

 
 

Suggested every 2 hours, while cooking while doingthe laundry whenever you can use these few minutesfor deep breathing: “Inhala exhala” 
 

Benefits : releases stress,
recharges your energy flow. 

Your body your temple!

• 20 mins mini youtube workout.

• kids yoga with your little ones

• have a nice healthy nutritional meal and end your day with a

warm cup of chamomile tea with

a touch of lavender. and you're good to go into a peaceful

restorative sleep. 

 
 
Spend your Thursday sharing with your kids stories

about their early childhood show them their baby

photos/ funny videos. and what happened in those early

days of parenting.

 
 

 
 
Most children will leap at the chance of doing something
grownup. Giving them the responsibility is a wonderful
way to boost their confidence and to share with them
what you do.
 

 

Benefits: “Research shows that saying a mantra can

calm the brain. Pair that with the power of deep

breathing, a proven way to halt the stress response, and

you have a powerful way to center yourself”

Mindfulness

The basic human ability to be fully present.
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Practice Playfulness 

 

 
by switching off you tend to listen to
people around you, you observe your

surroundings clearer without that
anger blur filter. you’ll be able to

make better logical decisions and not
emotionally based ones.

Benefits:

 

Benefits: confidence boost, stress release,

balances your senses. body and spirts.

Practice Body Movement

It will show you how far you’ve come, and how you

overcome these early days of parenting, you will get a

sense of accomplishment.

your kids will definitely enjoy hearing and watching these

moments with you.

Benefits:

Share Memories!
 

Do Your Thing!

Benefits : Sense of freedom, connecting
and reminding yourself with who you are.

 
Stop yourself from dramatic

Prediction

(the propose of this mini week calendar, no, it will not clear the mess in your house, or stop your kids from
screaming, but what it does offer is to help you better manage and also changes your approach to these

parenting challenges.)
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